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Method to Convert OST to PST file

Users need to Convert OST to PST File, when MS Outlook works in a joint effort with Microsoft Exchange Server, it makes a duplicate backup of user’s Outlook folders on the Exchange Server. These duplicate backup files are the OST files that allow the users to work offline. OST stands for Offline Storage Table and is unique idea of MS Outlook that allows the clients to complete their work in the event of poor web connectivity or when Exchange server is down. This is time when the users need to Convert OST to PST file.
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Need For OST to PST Conversion Application

Some unfavourable occasions hamper the smooth working of these OST files even and thus again making the working of the user distractive. To resist the reason for the corruption of the file and the loss of the data, the software in its new technology has come up with a unique OST to PST Conversion Application to convert OST to PST file that can serve as blessing. It can save the following items of the OST:

	The messages of the various folders of the user that can be inbox or sent items.
	The mails that are saved by the user for sending in future such as in the folders of drafts and outbox.
	 The alerts as reminders on the various dates of the calendar.
	The journals made by the user and the notes written by the user.
	The contact list saved with various contact details


Cases of Corruption in OST files:

	Power failure in case there is no UPS back up for the system.
	The shutdown of the system at the time when the applications of the system are still working.
	The attack of virus on the system due to the absence of the antivirus on the system.
	The wrong synchronization of the files.


Free Download OST to PST Converter

The recent latest technology has made the working of the user easier by the advent of the software tools that help the user in getting back the data that were lost. The various software tools of conversion that convert OST to PST file restores the lost data and helps the user to work again without any further hindrance. Free Download OST to PST Converter that can be easily downloaded by the user and can be easily used by the user based on the guideline tips provided by the program.
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 Get Full License Version

Personal License ($32) - For Single Computer

Business License ($52) - For Multiple Computers

Enterprise License ($149) - For Unlimited Machines
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